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Ruminate on this long enough* 
and you may note the 
prediction fails for ZLi=Ngen … 
could that give us a handle?

And there have been some prior new physics efforts

But why lithium?

*~10 months alone in an apartment in a new 

city with zero in-person interactions should do
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1) The Standard Model

2) gauge baryon minus lepton number and Higgs it 
while respecting SM baryon plus lepton number 

Already contains anomalous 

B + L violation by exactly 

three baryons!

(e.g. recall sphalerons)

Form B – L cosmic strings 

in early universe which 

amplify B + L violation

3) Add UV microphysics on the string to target 3 protons -> 3 positrons
(here, choice of leptoquark representations)

Cosmic strings destroy 

lithium nuclei only!

The mechanism:

The model for the lithium problem:
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Gauged B-L Abelian Higgs

But a Higgs of charge 2Ng!
Figure from Ellis, 2013

Anderson ’63; Englert & Brout ’64; Guralnik, Hagen, Kibble ’64; Higgs ‘64 Krauss & Wilczek ‘89
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Abelian Higgs Solutions

Static, z-independent, 
finite energy/length

Abrikosov ‘57, Nielsen & Olesen ‘73

𝑅 ∼ 𝑣−1

An ideal solenoid with discretized fractional magnetic flux!

Enormous cross-section per 
unit length for elastic 
Aharonov-Bohm scattering
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Cosmic Strings

Overproduction of 
small loops?

Strings frozen by 
Aharonov-Bohm 
friction

Strings whip around 
and cut each other up
(“intercommute”) 

Scaling solution

Loops shrink

String loop length 
/ Hubble length

String # 
density

∼ 1

Unbroken phase



From the infrared, must have nontrivial 
scattering BCs between electric charges and 
magnetic monopoles.

Ԧ𝑟

Ԧ𝑣

Dirac, Fierz, Wilson, Saha, Zwanziger, Jackiw, Hasenfratz, ‘t Hooft, Goldhaber, 
Kazama, Yang, Sen, Rossi, Callias, Ross, Boulware, Lee, …,  Csaki, Sungwoo Hong, 
Shirman, Telem, Terning, Waterbury 

Forward scattering disallowed!

Topological defects amplify B + L violation 
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Dirac, Fierz, Wilson, Saha, Zwanziger, Jackiw, Hasenfratz, ‘t Hooft, Goldhaber, 
Kazama, Yang, Sen, Rossi, Callias, Ross, Boulware, Lee, …,  Csaki, Sungwoo Hong, 
Shirman, Telem, Terning, Waterbury 

‘t Hooft, Polyakov, Arafune, Freund, Julia, Zee, Jackiw, Rebbi, 
Sommerfield, Blaer, Christ, Tomboulis, Woo, Callan, Gross, Witten, 
Goldstone, Coleman, Mandelstam, Polchinski, Rubakov,  … T.D. Brennan 

Callan,Rubakov effect: 

Monopoles from GUTs 

‘catalyze’ proton decay at 

unitarity limit

Forward scattering disallowed!

For UV perspectives see 

Topological defects amplify B + L violation 

Unsuppressed by UV scales!
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Alford, March-Russell, Wilczek ’89:
Cosmic strings of some      
with leptoquark condensed on core 
breaking EM, color, B+L

Here now:
Cosmic strings of

with χ
condensed on 
core breaking 
B+L

7Li delivers just such an incoming state of 

three protons to the string!



O(1) of 
lithium 
destroyed



Conclusions

• In my very biased opinion, this provides a plausible fundamental 
physics raison d’être for the lithium discrepancy.

• Fun motivation for another generation of phenomenologists to think 
about topological defects. And now with the technology of generalized 
global symmetries (Gaiotto, Kapustin, Seiberg, Willett ’15).

• Any sort of precise predictions require much better understanding of 
many topics. 





Poulin, Lesgourgues, Serpico (2016)

Cosmological 
constraints are 
minor since

Mainly just 

avoid 

recombination



The Lithium
Problem

7
Li

= 3p + 4n

Systematics? 

Nuclear reaction uncertainties? X – by now all relevant rates measured, nuclear theory agrees well

Standard model uncertainties? X – long since good enough precision on e.g. neutron lifetime

ꓥCDM uncertainties? X – not since WMAP at least 

Stellar dynamics uncertainties? ? –Difficult to imagine what subtle effect might be missing, but 
astrophysicists have been thinking about it for 40 years. No 
accepted answer yet.

It’s at least worth thinking about new physics solutions!



So want to 

disintegrate ~ 

during rad dom



The benchmark model

Choose some 
benchmark 
model of 
evolution



What symmetry is responsible for SM proton stability?

Charged fermions with global 
chiral U(1) can induce anomaly
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What symmetry is responsible for SM proton stability?

Charged fermions with global 
chiral U(1) can induce anomaly

Ng generations of SM fermions → 𝒜 = 0 ( mod Ng )

Continuous anomaly-free global symmetry is baryon minus lepton number



Defect Formation

In cosmology, thermal phase 
transitions occur dynamically!

Kibble ‘76, ’80; Vachasptai & Vilenkin ‘84



Low-energy soliton collisions

Warm-up: scattering of identical vortices in 2+1d Abelian Higgs

Taubes ‘80; Manton ‘82; Atiyah & Hitchin ’85; Gibbons & Manton ‘86

Geodesic motion in the n=2 moduli space!

Ԧ𝑟



String intercommutation

Figure from Tong (2005)

Strings must exchange partners!

Ruback ‘88; Shellard ‘88; Ruback & Shellard ’88; Matzner ‘88; Samols ’92; Moriarty, Myers, 
Rebbi ’90; Myers, Rebbi Strilka ’92; Hashimoto & Tong ‘05; Hanany & Hashimoto ‘05  



Ensmallening

Vilenkin ‘81



1982



Pitrou et al. (2018)

1982
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Fermions are weird



Fermions are weird

Zero modes must be saturated! 








